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          Product: PDFNet

Product Version: 9.2.3

I want to set the default thickness as 5 px for all tools on launch. How can I achieve this?

I have tried the below line of code, before openingPDF and in didOpenDocument function also but it did not work over there.

PTColorDefaults.setDefaultBorderThickness(10, for: .circle)

Can you tell us a way to set the default thickness for every when creating new annotation?

(This property for every new annotation should be set as default 5 px
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                    Tool bar frame changes when we select any image attachment
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Add license key - Initializing PDFNet in a Swift project that uses storyboards
	Reduce the Framework Size - Question: PDFNet is a large framework. Will it make my app large as well?
	Adding a certified signature field to a PDF on iOS - About certifying a PDF/A document
	Adding PDFNet to your project

APIs:	PTToolEvents - tool:shouldHandleLinkAnnotation:orLinkInfo:onPageNumber
	Field Classes - PTField
	Other Enumerations - PTRasterizerType

Forums:	Opacity change is not reflecting
	Form field Selection popover are not getting selected in iOS SDK
	Hiding preset for iPhone
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          Hello Rankit,

You can set default style properties via a property list (XML) in Xcode.

We have a guide available here:
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There are some examples on that page that set default values on thickness which should hopefully be what you need.

Let us know if that works for you or have any other concerns.

Best Regards,

Sahil Behl

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com

Tel: 1-604-730-8989

Fax: 1-604-676-2477
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